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Data
Dashboard:
Transitions, Pathways, Success

Presentation Outcome
Share our in-house Data Dashboard including:
●
●
●
●
●

Why we explored its creation;
What we found we were able to do;
How it ties to persistence, transition and completion;
How the results vary and complement the Launchboard results;
The struggles and looming next steps.

About the North Santa Clara County
Consortium
●
●
●
●
●
●

Silicon Valley: Palo Alto to Cupertino/Sunnyvale
Bordered by South Bay and San Mateo ACCELL
Three Adult Schools (Palo Alto, Mountain View,
FUHSD/Sunnyvale-Cupertino)
Two Community Colleges (De Anza, Foothill)
Poverty Level: 23$/hour; low income: $117,000;
very low income $73,000.
Overarching goal: Increasing living wage by
increasing CC enrollment, persistence and
completion.

Transition, Persistence, and Completion Strategies
2019-2020 Annual Plan Speciﬁcs:
●

●

Track a 2019-2020 cohort of transitioned
students and analyze actions, attitudes, and
behaviors that lead to success. Identify
adjustments needed in support services &
systems to increase total percentage in
2020-2021.
Complete a deeper dive into ESL student data.
Speciﬁcally, look at the retention, completion,
and movement of students within the college
and between our ﬁve agencies. Utilize the
results to make programmatic changes and
deliver resulting staff development.

●

Finalize and implement a consortium-wide
Student Transition Plan and have all adult
school counselors use it with all students to
establish a system of consortium-wide
services that all students receive;
implement by the end of winter quarter
2019-2020. Collect and process data on
student completion of plan, student
transition to college and success and
student goal achievement

2017-2018: Is it possible?
Sought to see if we could create a Data Dashboard to…
●
●
●

Merge Adult School (AS) and Community College (CC) Data?
Identify the degree of AS transition success to CC?
Drill down to identify how many transitions, to what students transition and with what
results?

What we found out we were able to do
Merge data from Adult Ed. Program (AEP) with
Community College (CC) district data.

Answer some preliminary questions:
●

●
●

Matched on ﬁrst name, last name, date of
birth, gender.
Merged AEP characteristics with CC
academic history, per student, per term.

●

●

How many AEP students enroll at the CC
district and what are their demographics?
What courses do AEP students take at the
CC and how successful are they?
○ How do these outcomes differ based
on the student’s AEP program?
What are the revenue generating
implications for AEP students attending the
CC?

The Data Dashboard and what we could do

Look at student characteristics with the
ability to ﬁlter by CC course
characteristics, and AEP program.

The Data Dashboard and what we could do

Look at enrollment with the ability to
ﬁlter by student characteristics, CC
course characteristics, and AEP program.
** Can also drill down to the individual course
section and look at grades or success rates.

The Data Dashboard and what we could do

For AEP students in the High School Diploma
and/or HSE programs, Mathematics had the
highest enrollment. Here you can see what courses
had the highest enrollment and whether or not
students were successful in those courses.

The Data Dashboard and what we could do

Revenue estimates shown here are based solely
on the FTES generated by course enrollment.
Revenues using the new statewide Student
Centered Funding Formula are more difﬁcult
estimate, but models suggest comparable
funding outcomes.

Comparing All the Data Possibilities
Launchboard

Data Dashboard

Transition

Aggregate of how many
transition

Drill down: From what program
to what courses by individual

Persistence

Tracks aggregate non-credit
EFLs and benchmarks

Track credit and non-credit;
“persistence” can be “tailored”

Completion

Completion of certificate or
degree

Student pathway to completion

Positive Elements

State does the work
Employment and wage data

Student level data
Custom reporting “real time”

Negative Elements

Limited drill down
Delayed data

Manual data prep
“Fuzzy” data match

What we are now thinking
Answers usually bring more questions. And so now we are
thinking about:
●
●
●
●
●

Retention and persistence rates
Student pathways
Cohort tracking
Multiple AEP <-> CC transitions
Common elements of success

The Struggle with Data: Where we are stuck
Data we wish we had versus need to have

Goal of one-stop shop

Varying views of sample size

Access consortium wide for members

Expense for an analyst

Real time versus delayed (e.g. 2018-2019
Launchboard data in spring 2020)

Micro versus Macro—need for granular
analysis

Small data samples versus comprehensive

Questions about Next Steps
If we don’t have someone to put data into dashboard then what do we do?
Is what we need available in the breadth of sources already available to us
without the Dashboard?
How do we mediate the differing views about data including the “wish for”
versus “need”?
How do we plug the gap of needing a trained data analyst skill set that can
be dedicated to our Consortium data?

